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Deliverable 7.1 Storyboard format for experimentation design 
(final version) 
  
 
According to the project plan, the experimentation design format will include a 
storyboard that illustrates a sequence of events and interactions during the learning 
process to allow analysis of key events as well as instruction. It will be graphically 
designed to illustrate the model and related practices. The storyboard for the project 
was created as an electronic format by using Flowbox’s facilities (Flowbox is one of 
the partner company in the project).  Each experimenter was given an individual 
channel on the Flowbox in where they will add the necessary information.  
 
On the storyboard, the experimenters will verbalise the main ideas of their 
experimentation plans. They can and should utilise the pre-filled ViSuAL Experiment 
description form (use link to access it ) to talk about their experiments. This 
verbalisation takes place before the actual experiment. Additional information was 
provided to the experimenters by creating Power Point slides of the tasks (see the link) 
and supporting the experimenters individually if and when needed in each higher 
education organisation. In addition, tutoring and instructions videos are available on 
the storyboards.  
 
On the same online environment (by using the individual channels), the video-
ethnographies of the experimentations (WP 5.3.) will be shared. These video-
ethnographies will be conducted during the experimentations. They are observations 
of the flow of the class on 1. key events, 2. how the teachers use video technologies 
in the class, and 3. recorded reflections on what did and did not work and why.  
 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc8v7P1BVlPrFBc1hoTPUmikvhDOw2cFRDrefzMOAstm5AoVQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc8v7P1BVlPrFBc1hoTPUmikvhDOw2cFRDrefzMOAstm5AoVQ/viewform
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16ut6FCt1yRpAgjKCINXfTiyDs_MfS2QF/view?usp=sharing


On the storyboard, the recorded stories i.e.  before the experimentation and during 
experimentation, so called video-ethnography, are designed for each experimenter 
and are password protected.  
 
A separate channel, titled as the v-blog on “ViSuAL Experiments” (WP.8.4), has been 
created to reflect the experiments when they are finished. The v-blog channel is public 
and will be used in the project’s dissemination activities.  
https://visual.flowboard.fi/channels/FXUPWZ3CTK/  
The storyboard and the v-blog are available online and is accessible for all project 
partners.  
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